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Nonresonant beat-wave excitation of relativistic plasma waves with constant phase velocity
for charged-particle acceleration
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The nonresonant beat-wave excitation of relativistic plasma waves is studied in two-dimensional simulations
and experiments. It is shown through simulations that, as opposed to the resonant case, the accelerating electric
fields associated with the nonresonant plasmons are always in phase with the beat-pattern of the laser pulse.
The excitation of such nonresonant relativistic plasma waves is shown to be possible for plasma densities as
high as 14 times the resonant density. The density fluctuations and the fields associated with these waves have
significant magnitudes, facts confirmed experimentally using collinear Thomson scattering and electron injec-
tion, respectively. The applicability of these results towards eventual phase-locked acceleration of prebunched
and externally injected electrons is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron plasma waves that propagate with a phase ve
ity close toc have been proposed as high-gradient accele
ing structures for charged particles@1#. Such relativistic
plasma waves~RPW’s! have been excited using laser a
charged particle beams@2#. An intense, two-frequency lase
pulse (v1 andv2) propagating through a plasma can exc
such a RPW in, what is known as, a plasma beat-wave
celerator~PBWA! @3#. The excitation process is most effi
cient at the resonant densitynres, when the beat frequenc
Dv5v12v2 , is equal to the plasma frequencyvp . Fur-
thermore, electrons have been externally injected in th
resonantly excited RPW’s and shown to gain energy@4,5#.
However, in these experiments, no attempt was made
phase lock the electrons with the RPW and consequently
accelerated electrons had a broad and continuous en
spectrum.

For many applications of high-energy particles one ne
a nearly monoenergetic beam. To obtain monoenergetic
celeration, the externally injected relativistic electrons
tightly ~less a tenth of a plasma wavelength! prebunched
with the same periodicity as the laser beat pattern that is
used to excite the RPW’s@6,7#. In the ideal case, it is then
possible to maintain the phase synchronism between the
jected electrons and the accelerating structure. Successfu
celeration of phase-locked electrons, in which the RPW
typically a submillimeter wavelength, will depend on fo
factors: ability to prebunch, ability to load the prebunch
electrons within the acceptance of the RPW structure, con
of the experimental time (,100 fs) and space (,50mm)
jitter, and control of the phase jitter introduced by the RP
itself. This last factor can be a serious problem in reson
excitation of RPW’s using the laser beat-wave techniq
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Transverse and longitudinal plasma inhomogeneities, rela
istic saturation of the plasma wave near resonant densi
small deviations from the exact resonance condition in
otherwise uniform plasma, and fluctuations in the laser int
sity and rise time, can all dephase the beat wave driver
therefore the prebunched electrons with respect to the R
We have therefore explored a possible solution to this is
in which the RPW is nonresonantly excited at plasma de
ties much greater than the resonant densityn@nres.

Conceptually, it is well known that a harmonic oscillat
driven far away from its resonance remains synchron
with the driving force albeit with a smaller amplitude o
oscillation than that at resonance. Using two-dimensio
~2D! particle-in-cell ~PIC! computer simulations we find
that, as opposed to the resonant case, the nonresonantl
cited plasmons are similarly always in phase with the b
pattern of the laser pulse. Although the normalized amplitu
of the oscillation is smaller, the longitudinal electric field
such a wave can still be substantial if the plasma densit
much higher than the resonant density. Experimentally,
have shown that such high accelerating fields can be exc
in plasmas with densities up to 14nres. We have diagnosed
these fields through collinear Thomson scattering of a pr
laser beam and by measuring the energy gained by extern
injected relativistic electrons. These results indicate that n
resonantly excited RPW’s may be suitable for phase-loc
injection in the second generation PBWA experiments, wh
the goal is to demonstrate a high-gradient monoenerg
electron acceleration@2#.

II. SIMULATIONS

A. Resonant excitation

The excitation process of a RPW whenDv5vp was in-
vestigated by Rosenbluth and Liu@8#. They showed that the
amplitude of the plasma wave«5dn/n is limited to«,1 by
an amplitude dependent phase shift, which saturates
plasma wave. Here,dn/n is the normalized density pertur

nic
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bation associated with the plasma wave. This study was
lowed by Tanget al. @9#, who proposed to compensate f
this ‘‘relativistic’’ saturation by employing a density detun
ing. Other analytical and numerical 1D studies have a
investigated the critical issue of RPW dephasing with@10#
and without density inhomogeneities@11,12#. Here we ana-
lyze the electron-plasmon interaction in space and timedur-
ing the acceleration process in 2D, using a PIC code wh
no analytical solutions exist.

We use the codeTURBOWAVE that includes ionization of
gas and mobile ions@13# to model the growth and saturatio
of the beat wave-driven RPW and in particular to follow t
phase relationship between the plasmon and the driver.
first illustrate the dephasing induced by plasma density in
mogeneities introduced by the ponderomotive force of
laser pulse. This is done by choosing the ratio of the plas
wavelength to the spot size of the laser beam to be 6. F
CO2 laser, used in the experiments described later in
paper, this corresponds to a spot sizew0 of 50mm. The 50-ps
~FWHM!, two-frequency pulse withv1 ,v2 /vp;30 anda1
5a250.3 propagates in hydrogen (a1 and a2 are the nor-
malized vector potentials corresponding to each frequen!.
The temporal shape of the laser pulse is given by a fifth or
polynomial function. The transverse profile of the focuss
beam is approximately Gaussian@13#. The beat period is
;1.1 ps. The gas is tunnelionized and plasma is formed w
a density initially above resonancen51.3nres. The plasma
density decreases in the focal region with a maxim
dn/dt520.8%n/ps due to the transverse ponderomot
force of the laser pulse which expels the plasma electro
Therefore,n is a function of the longitudinal (x) and trans-
verse (y) positions and time,n5n(x,y,t). To illustrate how
the variations in the plasma density affect the saturation p
cess of the RPW, Fig. 1~a! shows a snapshot of the longitu
dinal electric fieldEx associated with the RPW. The area th
was selected to be shown in Fig. 1~a! is part of a larger box
(4.831.2 mm2) used in this simulation. Figure 1~b! shows a
horizontal lineout through the center of Fig. 1~a!, which is
also the axis of symmetry of the laser beam. The laser p
propagates from left to right. In the absence of the plas
the position of the ‘‘vacuum’’ focus of the laser beam wou
be close to the center of the 2D simulation box as indica
by the black arrow in Fig. 1~a!.

Following ionization, the plasma density slowly begins
decrease in the focal region as a result of the ponderomo
blowout. The RPW grows faster here than upstream
downstream of the best focus, especially when the pla
density approachesnres. The phase velocity of the wave be
gins to drop belowc, reaching a minimum when« is close to
its maximum value. In other words, in the focal region, t
wave is slowing down. This effect is visible in Figs. 1~a! and
1~b! aroundx51 mm, where the wave fronts of the plasm
wave are ‘‘squeezed’’ compared to the region downstream
the focus. The snapshot is taken att553 ps after the front of
laser pulse reached the center of the simulation box. To be
illustrate this effect and to quantify the evolution of the pha
velocity vph, a crest of the RPW which enters the simulati
box on axis atx50 mm andt547.5 ps is followed in space
and time. The dots in Fig. 2~a! show the dependence of th
02640
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position of the crest versus timex5x(t). The solid straight
line is the speed-of-light trajectory that is followed by th
beat pattern of the laser pulse which moves with a nea
constant group velocityvg;0.9994c during this simulation.

FIG. 1. ~a! Snapshot of the longitudinal electric fieldEx associ-
ated with the RPW at 53 ps after the front of the pump pul
moving from left to right, reached the center of the simulation bo
y andx are the transverse and longitudinal directions, respectiv
The initial plasma density isn51.3nres. ~b! Horizontal lineout
through~a!. The black arrow indicates the location of the vacuu
focus.

FIG. 2. ~a! Horizontal positionx of a crest of the plasma wav
that enters the simulation box atx50 and t547.5 ps versus time
~dots! and the speed-of-light trajectory~solid line!. The initial
plasma density isn51.3nres. ~b! The ratio of the instantaneou
phase velocity of the plasma wave to the group velocity of the la
pulse versus time, obtained from~a!.
4-2
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The departure of the dots from the straight line illustrates
dephasing of the RPW with respect to the laser pulse.
instantaneous phase velocityvph of the RPW is determined
by taking the derivative of a curve that best fits the dots
Fig. 2~a!. The ratiovph/vg is shown in Fig. 2~b!. The RPW
slows down to;0.82c in the region upstream of focus an
‘‘speeds up’’ to;1.18c downstream of focus. This behavio
of the phase velocity of the RPW is due mainly to the lo
gitudinal variations in the plasma density caused by the p
deromotive force of the laser pulse and not to relativis
detuning.

The continuous dephasing of the RPW can have a p
found influence on a relativistic electron that is injected
x50 at a particular phase, and initially moving synchr
nously with it. The maximum spatial separationDx accumu-
lated between the electron and the RPW can be found f
Fig. 2~a! to be Dx>135mm, which is close to half of a
plasma wavelength. Therefore, it is possible for the elect
to interact with both positive and negative fields. The elec
field Ex seen by a ‘‘virtual’’ relativistic electron initially in-
jected on axis atx50 and t inj>47.5 ps is shown in Fig. 3
~dotted line!. Figure 3 also shows the longitudinal plasm
density profile at the time of the injection~solid line!. The
electron feels a positive electric field upstream and dow
stream of the focus, but in the focal region it is significan
decelerated as a result of the rapid dephasing represent
Fig. 2. The electric fieldEx has a strong dependence not on
on the position of the electron, but also on the injection ti
t inj . To find out what is the influence of the dephasing on
overall energy gain for an electron injected at an arbitr
t inj , we introduce two new quantitiesF andG. The quantity
F, calculated for each injection time,F5F(t inj), is the elec-
tric field averaged over a certain interaction lengthL, where
the RPW’s are driven. This quantity, multiplied by the inte
action length, gives the overall energy gain achieved by
electron. In a similar way,G represents the normalized las
intensity that an injected electron would ‘‘ride’’ along with i
the plasma, averaged over the sameL, for each injection
time G5G(t inj). The interaction lengthL that the average is
performed over is taken to be 3 mm. These two ‘‘trajecto
averaged’’ quantitiesF and G, are presented in Fig. 4 as
function of t inj for a selected time interval that was speci

FIG. 3. Longitudinal electric fieldEx seen by a ‘‘virtual’’ rela-
tivistic electron injected on-axis atx50 andt>47.5 ps at the speed
of light versus its positionx in the plasma~left axis, dotted line! for
n51.3nres. Axial profile of the plasma density, normalized tonres,
at the injection time~right axis, solid line!.
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cally chosen to show a clear change in the relative ph
betweenF ~solid curve! andG ~dotted curve!. Over approxi-
mately 11 laser beat periods, fromt inj>41 ps tot inj>53 ps,
the separation between the maxima of the two quantitieF
andG changes fromDt>0.25 ps, see vertical arrows on th
left side of Fig. 4, toDt>0 ps~see vertical arrow on the righ
side of Fig. 4!. Such a phase shift betweenF and G could
force an externally injected electron phase locked withG to
‘‘miss’’ the proper injection phase that maximizesF by as
much as 25% of a beat period. As a result, the electron wo
see a smaller overall accelerating field, as it is the case
sented in Fig. 3, where the injected electron, instead of be
accelerated with the maximum ofF>15 MV/cm, sees a
much smaller trajectory-averaged accelerating gradien
;4 MV/cm.

The decrease in the overall accelerating field is not
only negative aspect that results from the local dephasin
the RPW. This dephasing can also affect the acceleratio
short, multiple bunches of injected electrons that are pha
locked to the beat pattern of the laser pulse. Each bunch
be accelerated by electric fields with different values beca
of the gradual dephasing between F and G from bunch
bunch, as it is shown in Fig. 4. This will result in a signifi
cant spread in the energy gained by these bunches. If
single bunch is to be injected at the proper phase that m
mizes the overall accelerating fieldF, then it is possible to
obtain a narrow spread in the energy gained by the elect
for as long as the parameters of the excitation process of
RPW are kept the same, shot after shot. 2D simulations w
small changes~few percent! in the initial plasma density
and/or the laser pulse rise time and intensity were perform
The results showed that the phase detuning between
driver (G) and the RPW (F) is highly sensitive of these
parameters, especially the plasma density. In reality, it is
ficult to obtain and maintain an uniform, long, high-dens
plasma shot after shot, due to phenomena such as the
deromotive blowout, partial and multistage ionizatio
ionization-induced refraction, and density inhomogeneiti
Therefore, in a resonant PBWA, the dephasing between
driver and the plasma wave cannot be easily controlled an
could adversely influence the reproducibility of the electr
energy gain.

FIG. 4. The solid curve~left axis! shows the trajectory-average
electric fieldF seen by a relativistic electron injected on axis~at
x50) versus the injection timeF5F(t inj). The dotted curve~right
axis! shows the trajectory-averaged normalized laser intensityG
that the electron is riding along with in the plasma, versus
injection time G5G(t inj). The initial plasma density isn
51.3nres. The separation~phase! between the maxima ofF andG
is changing from;0.25 ps, see the vertical arrows att inj>40 ps, to
approximately 0 ps~see the arrow att inj>54 ps).
4-3
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B. Nonresonant excitation

Now let us consider the highly nonresonant excitation
the RPW’s in a PBWA. As an example we show results
simulations that were carried out at a plasma densityn
57nres. All other parameters are the same as the ones m
tioned earlier. Forced plasma oscillations are excited by
two-frequency laser pulse. These oscillations represen
RPW that has a phase velocityvph equal to the local group
velocity of the laser pulse in the plasma. Note that the hig
density changes the effective relativistic Lorentz factorgph
>v1 /vp associated with this RPW compared to that at
exact resonance. Even though the homogeneous respon
the plasma might have triggered the onset of the Ram
Forward instability, no relativistic waves with a frequency
vp were observed in the simulations. Figure 5~a! shows a
typical snapshot of the longitudinal (Ex) field associated
with the plasma wave. The wave vector of the plasma w
is Dk, whereDk5k12k2 andk1 andk2 are the wave vec-
tors of the pump pulse. The frequency of the plasma wav
againDv ~from additional measurements performed in tim
not shown!. Other simulations were performed at differe
densities with similar results. No nonlinear saturation p
cess has been observed. TheEx field maintains the profile
shown in Fig. 5~a! for as long as the pump pulse of an a
proximately constant amplitude is present in the plasma e
though the ponderomotive blowout decreases the pla
density in the focal region by;20%. Figure 5~b! shows a
lineout of theEx along the axis of the laser beam. Eve
though in this case the wave amplitude«5dn/n is small,
«;1.8%, the maximum local value ofEx is quite high,Ex
55 MV/cm. This is, because, according to Poisson’s eq
tion, the electric field is a function of the perturbed dens
dn and not«.

As an example, in 1D, a 1% wave excited atn510nres
has the same accelerating field as a 10% wave at reson
The 1D result is not valid for a 2D~or a 3D! wave due to the
transverse electric fields associated withdn. The exact rela-
tionship betweenEx and « can only be extracted from th

FIG. 5. ~a! Snapshot of the longitudinal electric fieldEx associ-
ated with the RPW at 53 ps after the front of the pump pul
moving from left to right, reached the center of the simulation b
y andx are the transverse and longitudinal directions, respectiv
The initial plasma density isn57nres. ~b! Horizontal lineout
through~a!. The arrow indicates the location of the vacuum focu
02640
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simulation results. We have observed that tightly focus
laser beams drive higher~than 1D! amplitude waves off reso
nance. This can be seen in Fig. 6~a! which shows the maxi-
mum amplitude«max of the RPW’s obtained from 1D and 2D
(w0550mm) simulation results from the PIC code for
range of plasma densities from 0.5nres to 14nres. The«max at
resonance, shown in Fig. 6~a! for the 1D case, is approxi
mately 75%, very close to the 78% value predicted by the
analytical model of Ref.@8#. The 2D simulations included
the formation of the plasma by tunnel ionization of hydrog
and mobile ions. The reason why the 2D values of«max are
higher than the 1D values is that, with tightly focuss
beams, both the radial and axial oscillations can contribut
the density perturbationdn.

The PIC simulations can also provide the maximum lo
value for the longitudinal electric fieldEx associated with the
1D and 2D RPW’s whose amplitudes were presented in F
6~a!. These values are shown in Fig. 6~b! for the 1D case
~squares!, and for the 2D case~circles!. Surprisingly, al-
though the amplitude of the density perturbations in the
simulations are higher than the 1D simulations, the value
the maximumEx is the same or somewhat smaller. This
thought to be because of the significant radial componen
the electric field associated to the RPW’s produced by tigh
focussed beams. The maximumEx for a wide range of
plasma densities of (2 – 11)nres is approximately constant a
around 5 MV/cm, a value that is 4.6 times smaller than
peak value ofEx of ;23 MV/cm at resonance. The advan
tage that the nonresonantly excited fields have compare
the resonantly excited fields is that the former are insensi
to the exact value of the plasma density~in space and time!

,
;
y.

.

FIG. 6. ~a! Maximum local amplitudes of the RPW’s«max ex-
cited by a 50-ps pulse with normalized vector potentials ofa1

5a250.3, 1D ~squares, thin line! and 2D (w0550mm, circles,
thick line! versus the plasma density normalized tonres. ~b! Maxi-
mum values of the longitudinal electric fieldsEx associated with the
RPW’s shown in~a!.
4-4
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and, more important, as we shall see, they are phase lo
with respect to the beat pattern of the laser pulse. The ph
velocity of the RPW excited atn57nres can be determined
using the same technique as was used in Fig. 2, i.e.
following a crest of theEx associated with the wave in spac
and time. Figure 7 shows the positionx of a given crest on
axis versus time. The round dots mark the moments when
position of the crest was recorded and the solid line rep
sents the speed-of-light trajectory. As opposed to the re
nant case~Fig. 2!, there is no measurable difference betwe
the dots and the solid line for the entire length of the plasm
Within the accuracy of the measurement, the instantane
phase velocity of the wave is constant and is equal to
group velocity of the laser pulsevph5vg>0.996c at n
57nres. This measurement was performed for other pha
~crests! of the plasma wave with the same result. The elec
field Ex that interacts with an externally injected relativist
electron is shown by the dotted line in Fig. 8 versus
position of the electron in the plasma. As opposed to
resonant case of Fig. 3, the electric field associated with
non-resonant wave does not change polarity at any positix
of the injected electron in the plasma. Instead, the profile
the electric field resembles the distribution~profile! of the
pump laser pulse. The solid line in Fig. 8 shows a snaps

FIG. 7. Horizontal positionx of a crest of the plasma wave tha
enters the simulation box atx50 andt547.5 ps versus time~dots!
and the speed-of-light trajectory~solid line!. The initial plasma den-
sity is n57nres.

FIG. 8. Longitudinal electric fieldEx seen by a ‘‘virtual’’ rela-
tivistic electron injected on-axis atx50 andt>47.5 ps at the speed
of light versus its positionx in the plasma~left axis, dotted line! for
n57nres. Axial profile of the plasma density, normalized tonres, at
the injection time~right axis, solid line!.
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of the inhomogeneous plasma density on axis at the mom
of injection t>47.5 ps.

In the case of nonresonant excitation, depending on t
moment of injection, the electrons are either constantly
celerated or constantly decelerated,regardlessof the plasma
density. The trajectory-averaged electric fieldF(t inj) is
shown in Fig. 9 together with the trajectory-averaged n
malized laser intensityG(t inj) for then57nres case. The two
quantitiesF andG do not go off phase with one another, a
it is the case with the resonant RPW’s shown in Fig. 4. T
is also observed for simulations performed at other nonre
nant plasma densities with laser pulses of various durat
and intensities. The maximum trajectory-averaged elec
field that can be used to accelerate electrons over the e
interaction length (;3 mm) is around 3.5 MV/cm. Overall, a
nonresonant PBWA would provide less energy gain tha
PBWA operating at resonance, but with much better rep
ducibility of the energy gain of the phase-locked electron

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Thomson scattering

As mentioned earlier, many groups around the world ha
reported the resonant excitation of RPW’s@14–18#. How-
ever, no one has observed these beat wave-driven mod
extremely nonresonant plasma densities. Recently, Wa
et al. @19# diagnosed via forward self-scattering of the pum
pulse beat-excited RPW’s with a frequencyDv even though
the initial plasma density was approximately 12 times
resonant value. However, in their experiments, the RPW w
thought to be excited ultimately by the resonant process
rapid electron expulsion by the laser pulse resulted in
density within the interaction volume to drop to the reson
value. We have performed experiments in order to see if tr
nonresonant RPW’s could be driven by the beat-wave e
tation process. In our experiment, a CO2 laser pulse is used
with a peak intensity of about 1015 W/cm2 ~as opposed to
1018 W/cm2 in Ref. @19#! which is too low to cause electro
cavitation. Furthermore, the ponderomotive blowout is t
slow to reduce the plasma density from many timesnres to
the resonant density during the duration of the laser pu
The detection and characterization of the RPW’s excited

FIG. 9. The solid curve~left axis! shows the trajectory-average
electric fieldF seen by a relativistic electron injected on axis~at
x50) versus the injection timeF5F(t inj). The dotted curve~right
axis! shows the trajectory-averaged normalized laser intensityG
that the electron is riding along with in the plasma, versus
injection timeG5G(t inj). The initial plasma density isn57nres.
The constant separation of;0.25 ps between the maxima ofF and
G ~and the phase! is indicated by the vertical arrows.
4-5
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FILIP et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 026404 ~2004!
and offresonance was done by probing the plasma wave
photons~Thomson scattering! and by sampling the assoc
ated electric fields with injected electrons.

In this experiment, an intense, TW-level CO2 laser pulse
operating on 10.3 and 10.6mm wavelengths@20# is used to
excite the plasma waves. The energy in the two-freque
laser pulse, approximately 100 J, is typically divided in
ratio of 3 ~10.6mm! to 1 ~10.3mm!. For this pair of lines the
resonant density is 9.431015 cm23. The plasma is produce
by tunnel ionization@21# of the fill gas (H2 , Ar, or He!. The
plasma density was directly inferred from the frequency s
acquired by a probe pulse that scatters on the plasma w
excited by the Raman backscattering instability@14#. For
these measurements the plasma density was varied fromnres
up to 12nres. From this diagnostic it could be ascertained th
a fully ionized plasma whose density is proportional to t
pressure of the fill gas is produced at least at the interac
point of the CO2 and the probe laser pulses@22#. Two differ-
ent focusing geometriesf /3 and f /18 are used to bring the
CO2 beam at a 1/e2 intensity spot size of 50 and 200mm,
respectively. The plasmas are 2–3 mm long for thef /3 case
and;40 mm long for thef /18 case. The Thomson scatterin
~TS! measurements are performed with a 532-nm, 20-M
2-ns-long probe pulse that propagates collinearly with
CO2 pulse. At the driven frequency, the expected wavelen
shift is only 8 Å and therefore a triple-passed Fabry-Pe
frequency filter had to be used to separate the intense p
light from the weak scattered light@23#. The detection sys-
tem is formed by a spectrometer-streak camera combina
The scattering process results in the production
;100-ps-long sidebands separated with multiples ofDv as
can be seen in Fig. 10~a!, which shows a typicalf /3 time-
resolved spectrum of the scattered light atn55.7nres in He11

plasma. Similar spectra have been obtained in H2 and Ar.
The sidebands are coincident in time; the apparent delay
tween them is artificially introduced by the TS diagnos
system. No other signals or sidebands~from Raman forward
scattering, for example! with amplitudes greater than 5
31024 at n51017 cm23 were detected. The amplitude« of

FIG. 10. ~a! Time-resolved spectrum of the Thomson scatte
light obtained in He11 plasma at a density 5.7 times above res
nance.~b! The amplitude of the waves excited in hydrogen vers
the plasma density normalized tonres, calculated from the absolut
amount of scattered light in the first redshifted sideband for th
different intensity ranges of the CO2 laser pulse. The first two side
bands shifted with6Dv are optically attenuated 10 times in~a!.
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the RPW can be estimated for each shot from the powerPs
of the scattered light, normalized to the incident powerP0 of
the probe pulse@24# using the relation

Ps

P0
5S p

2

n

ncrit
«

L

lpr
D 2

, ~1!

wherencrit is the critical density corresponding to the pro
wavelengthlpr . Figure 10~b! shows the amplitude of the
plasma waves~excited in hydrogen! derived from TS spectra
similar to the one shown in Fig. 10~a!, as a function of the
plasma density~normalized tonres) that covers both the reso
nant and the nonresonant excitation regimes. For 3nres,n
,14nres, the amplitude of the plasma waves was observe
be approximately constant at around 1% (CO2 laser pulses
with different intensities were used, see Fig. 10!. SincePs is
proportional to («3n)2, the background plasma densityn
becomes important for detection purposes. Forn@nres, even
if the amplitude of the RPW is rather small, the recordedPs
is actually significant due to the increased numberdn of
electrons in the wave. The opposite happens for then,nres
side wherePs decreases rapidly below the detection thre
old. The interaction lengthL used in Eq.~1! was taken to be
equal to the Rayleigh range of the CO2 laser beam (L
51.5 mm) while the plasma density is taken as that cor
sponding to the fully ionized neutral density. The plasm
wave amplitudes from additional 2D simulations~not shown!
performed at parameters close to the experimental sho
nonresonant densities are in reasonable agreement with
amplitudes derived from the TS measurements shown in
10~b!. For densities close to resonance, there appears to
large disagreement between the experimental data and
results from these simulations that show the existence
RPW’s with large amplitudes. It is thought that 3D effec
which become increasingly important for large amplitu
waves, limited time resolution~100 ps! of the experimental
data and shot-to-shot variation in laser parameters~rise time,
intensity, and line ratio, not modeled in the simulations!, can
lead to this discrepancy. However, as stated earlier, nonr
nant excitation is not susceptible to these effects to the s
extent, which explains a better agreement between the
periment and simulations.

B. Electron acceleration

As opposed to the TS measurements where the photon
the probe pulse interact with the density perturbationdn, the
electrons that are injected in the plasma interact with
electric fields~both transverse and longitudinal! associated
with the RPW. As previously mentioned in Sec. II B, th
magnitude of these fields can be found only from the sim
lation results. In the case of nonresonant excitation for
f /3 focusing geometry, the simulations show the existence
longitudinal electric fieldsEx of ;2 MV/cm. These fields
were probed experimentally by injecting a 12-MeV electr
beam produced by a photoinjector that is described e
where@25#. Given the small interaction length of;1.5 mm
and the small focal spot leading to strong transverse fie
experimental observation of acceleration of injected el
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trons using this setup proved to be difficult, as the elect
beam was strongly defocused. Therefore, the experiment
repeated with thef /18 geometry atn53.3nres at maximum
laser intensities of 831014 W/cm2.

The 12-MeV electron beam was injected in the plas
produced by thef /18 optic collinearly with the CO2 beam
with 0.1° alignment accuracy. The 10-ps-long~FWHM! elec-
tron bunch, containing up to 33108 electrons per shot, wa
focussed down to a transverse spot sizes rms5150mm. A
correlation technique based on the modulation of transm
sion of the CO2 laser pulse by the electron pulse in a thin G
slab @26# was used to synchronize the electrons with
10-mm photons with 20 ps uncertainty. Because the dura
of the electron pulse is approximately 10 ps, it overlaps w
>10 wavelengths of the RPW. The spectrum of the electr
exiting the plasma within a full cone angle of 1° was an
lyzed using a 0.4 T magnetic field applied by a dipole ma
net with Browne and Buschner pole pieces~with imaging
properties in the energy plane! in combination with a set of
Si surface barrier detectors~SBD’s! and two fluorescen
screens with different sensitivities. One screen was use
detect electrons with energies of;12 MeV ~injection en-
ergy!, and the other, approximately 100 times more sensit
detected electrons with energies from 12.5 to 15 MeV. T
number of electrons/mm2 striking either fluorescer was est
mated by converting the brightness of the fluorescence
duced by the electrons using experimentally determined fl
rescence efficiency. The SBD’s, calibrated with ab source,
were used to detect electrons with energies higher than
MeV. Special care was taken in shielding the SBD’s aga
stray 12-MeV electrons and x rays that were produced du
the shots. No significant signals above the noise level w
measured on the detectors when there was no plasma
beat wave and an electron beam; or plasma produced
single frequency pulse and an electron beam; or plasma
duced by a beat wave but no injected electron beam.

The number of electrons was estimated on the fluores
screens at four predefined positions 12, 13, 14, and 15 M
Together with the signals from the calibrated SBD detecto
the spectrum of the accelerated electrons, shown in Fig.
was constructed for a beat-wave shot taken in hydroge
n53.3nres. Electrons with a maximum energy of up to 2
MeV, i.e., an overall energy gain of 16 MeV~approximately

FIG. 11. The spectrum of the accelerated electrons for a t
frequency shot with plasma in H2 at n53.3nres. The CO2 laser
pulse was focused withf /18 optics.
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2.5 times less than the gain obtained at resonance@27#!, were
seen. Therefore, the nonresonantly excited RPW’s produ
an averageEx of 4 to 8 MV/cm if an interaction length of 4
to 2 cm is assumed. From additionalf /18 TS measurements
the amplitude of the plasma wave was estimated to
1–2 %. The corresponding electric field would then be up
6.6 MV/cm in the 1D approximation which is valid for th
large spot sizes produced by thef /18 optics. This value of
the electric field is in reasonable agreement with the d
from the electron spectrum as well as the results (Ex) from
the 2D simulations of this case~not shown!.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have studied the nonresonant excita
of RPW’s using both simulations and experiments. The
sults from the 2D simulations performed at plasma densi
much higher than the resonant density show that RPW’s h
ing the same frequency and wave number as the beat pa
of the pump laser pulse are excited. The phase velocity
these waves is equal to the group velocity of the laser pu
in the plasma and is, therefore, constant and nearly inde
dent of the spatial and temporal variations of the plas
density. These plasmons are always phase locked with
spect to the driving electromagnetic beat wave, which in t
makes them well suited for the acceleration of phased-loc
electrons. Although the amplitudedn/n of these waves is
small, the longitudinal electric fields associated with the
can be quite significant~100 s of MV/m!, depending on the
intensity of the laser pulse. Experimentally, such waves h
been excited using a two-frequency CO2 laser pulse over a
wide range of densities up to 14 times above the reson
density of 9.431015 cm23. These RPW’s have been diag
nosed using collinear Thomson scattering and their elec
fields probed by injecting relativistic electrons. From the e
ergies gained by the injected electrons, accelerating gradi
of 400–500 MeV/m are inferred.

The amplitude of these RPW’s could be significantly i
creased using more powerful laser pulses. 2D simulati
using 25 ps laser pulses witha15a250.6 show that non-
resonant fields up to 4.5 GV/m could be reached at a pla
density n510nres. The excitation of such high-amplitud
electric fields in these simulations was aided by the onse
relativistic self-focusing at these higher densities. Accord
to Ref. @28#, the self-focussing threshold for a 1017 cm23

plasma is only 1.7 TW, a power level achievable today
CO2 lasers. It should be noted that the wavelength of
nonresonant mode remains equal to the spacing betwee
beats in the drive pulse and, forn510nres, is 101/2 times
longer than the wavelength of the RPW that could be re
nantly excited at that higher density. As a result of this long
wavelength~at the expense of smaller fields!, it may be
easier to inject pre-bunched electrons into such a nonr
nant wave. The amount of laser power delivered to the in
action volume for the excitation of the RPW could be limite
by the ionization induced refraction phenomenon@29# if the
plasma is to be created by the laser pulse itself by tunne
ionization. However, regardless of the technique used
propagate an intense laser pulse through a rather h
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density plasma, the RPW’s excited off resonance are ne
insensitive to variations in the plasma density. This ma
the acceleration of phase-locked electrons using nonreso
RPW’s very attractive for plasma channels. Such nonre
nantly excited RPW’s could be desirable for second gen
tion PBWA experiments whose goal is to demonstrate ne
monoenergetic, high-gradient acceleration of phase-loc
electrons.
gl
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